[The work of medical doctors on psychiatric wards: an analysis of everyday activities].
In Germany, the economic situation of psychiatric hospitals has markedly changed during the last years. Whilst the number of patients has steadily increased, many clinics considerably reduced the number of therapeutic staff due to an increasing lack of financial support. The German psychiatry personnel regulations act defines the number of therapeutic staff required for an adequate psychiatric treatment, but the requirements of this regulations act nowadays are widely missed in most of the German psychiatric hospitals. This severely affects the therapeutic work on psychiatric wards. This study analyses tasks and activities of medical doctors on psychiatric wards and compares the hours spent with various types of activities with the amount of time that should be spent according to the personnel regulations act. Results show that doctors spend much more time with documentation and administrative work than originally intended by the personnel regulations act. They compensate this mainly by a reduction of time spent in direct contact with the patients. In this context, the number of psychotherapy sessions as well as sessions with the patients' relatives has been considerably reduced, whereas the time spent for emergency intervention and basic treatment still corresponds to the calculations according to the personnel regulations act. All in all, the results show that a reduction of therapeutic staff in psychiatric hospitals directly leads to a change in treatment settings with a focus on less individual treatment options.